
Day 4: Almost Northern Contest
42nd Petrozavodsk Programming Camp, Winter 2022, Friday, February 4, 2022

Problem K. Kinky Cables
Input file: standard input
Output file: standard output
Time limit: 2 seconds
Memory limit: 1024 mebibytes

You need to lay a cable to connect two computers with each other. This cable however has a very specific
length and you need to use exactly the full length of the cable. Moreover, the cable cannot intersect itself
and one part of the cable cannot be too close to another part. Can you connect the two computers with
each other using the full length of the cable?

The two computers are standing in an n ×m rectangular two-dimensional room. Computer 1 is always
positioned at (0, 0) (the upper left corner) and Computer 2 at (n,m) (the lower right corner). The cable
is specified by a sequence of marked points p1, p2, . . . , ps. The path of the cable is then obtained by
connecting the consecutive points of this sequence with (straight) line segments. The cable path should
satisfy the following constraints:

• None of the line segments within the cable path should intersect.

• The marked points of the path should not be too close to each other: given a point pi there should
be no other marked points strictly within a radius of 1 of pi, except possibly pi−1 and pi+1 (the two
consecutive points).

• The path should always start at (0, 0) and end at (n,m).

• All points should lie somewhere in the n×m room.

Input
The input consists of:

• One line with two integers n and m (2 ≤ n,m ≤ 100), the width and height of the room.

• One line with a floating-point number ` (
√
n2 +m2 ≤ ` ≤ n ·m), the length that the cable should

have.

Output
Output the number of points k (2 ≤ k ≤ 500) that the cable path contains, followed by the k points of the
path, in their respective order. Each point consists of two floating-point numbers x and y (0 ≤ x, y ≤ 100),
the x- and y-coordinates of this point in the path.

The total length of the path should be exactly `, up to a relative or absolute error of 10−4.

If there are multiple valid solutions, you may output any one of them.
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Examples
standard input standard output

3 4
5.0

3
0 0
1.49979 2.00028
3 4

3 4
7.0

4
0 0
0 4
1 4
3 4

5 5
11.5

4
0 0
0 5
1 3.15776
5 5
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